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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello my name is Stephanie Cuccaro-Alamin I am Research Specialist here at CCWIP. I am excited to be here today to talk about our new Transition-Age-Youth Employment Outcomes Reports. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi folks.  It is so good to see so many friends and colleagues today.  Welcome to our Department, the TAY-Hub Launch, and this beautiful new website.As you can see, the TAY-Hub contains a number of different resources pertaining to transition-age youth.  In a moment, I will show you some new administrative data reports that help us understand this population [hover over TAY Report Index].  In addition to the administrative data reports, you can see that the TAY-Hub offers links to peer-reviewed journal articles [click], policy briefs and research memos [click], the entirety of CalYOUTH research reports and special topic memos [click], as well as California Department of Social Services information about extended foster care [click]. Informed by your conversations today, these resources [hover over journal articles and research memos] will continuously grow with original research and findings.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s return to the administrative data [click].  Today, I am going to give you a quick demo of two “Fundamental” reports about youth that elect to remain in extended foster care, and my colleague Stephanie Cuccaro-Alamin, will provide a deeper (offline) exploration of a new report focused on employment outcomes for transition-age youth.  I find that these reports become more meaningful when we ask and seek to answer specific research questions.  
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PIT/In Care Reports
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How many transition-age youth are currently in foster 
care? How has that number changed over time?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with the most basic: How many transition-age youth are currently in foster care?  How has that number changed over time?For this, we will go to the In Care report [click].  Right away, the website returns a beautiful graph showing us how the number of youth ages 18+ in extended foster care have fluctuated over time.  Since the default for this report is stratification by Ethnic Group [click “Report Options”], we also see these frequencies stratified by youth’s race or ethnicity.  Right away, we can see an interesting COVID effect in 2021 where there were greater numbers of transition-age youth in foster care during the pandemic, but that frequencies went back down as stay-at-home orders relaxed and extra protections allowing youth to remain in foster care ended.  Outside of these COVID impacts, the number of youth in extended foster care has been pretty stable since 2015.  On July 1, 2022, there were 7,258 youth in child welfare supervised extended foster care [hover over data point].
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How has the placement type for transition-age youth 
in foster care changed over time?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see from the additional report options on this page, the timeframes bounding the output can be changed, as can the agency type [hover over CW & Probation], and county [click].  Output can also be switched between frequency counts and percent [hover].  Finally, stratification can be changed from Ethnic Group to Sex at Birth, Placement Type, Time in Care, and Removal Reason [click Placement Type; show counts, then percent].  Each of the stratification options can be clicked and unclicked to create better clarity [unclick all but Relative/NREFM, SILP, and Transitional Housing]. Furthermore, the output can be viewed as a line chart, a bar chart, or a table [click, when in bar chart, hover over the SILP to show it come into focus].  Please note that small frequencies (n = 1-10) and associated percentages in all output on the public-facing (non-secure) website is masked to protect the confidentiality of these youth.
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How many youth who are in extended foster care in 
California have been in care for a long time?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s exit this multi-time view to see additional options [click X in report options].  For the State of California, where frequencies are large enough to provide additional detail, you can also examine two factors at once [click California Detail View].  What kinds of questions might we ask?  I am curious, for example, how many youth who are in extended foster care in California have been in care for a long time.  To answer this question for California, with stratification by race, we select Ethnic Group for the column dimension and Time in Care for the row dimension [make selections].  Right away, we can see that a substantial portion of youth in extended foster care on July 1, 2022 had been in care 60+ months [hover over green bar].  If we want to view only those youth with longer stays, we might de-select shorter stays such as <12 months, 12-23 months, and 24-35 months [click those categories to remove].  If I hover over each bar, I will see call-outs indicating the stratification and frequency.  For example, on July 1, 2022, there were 794 Black youth in extended foster care in California who had been in care for 5 years or more [hover over Black green bar].  Similar to the last report that we viewed, the time period bounding the output can be changed, as can the agency type, and the row and column dimensions [click].
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County Comparisons?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about county comparisons [click X in report options]?To look at trends over time for California and multiple counties, you can select the “Multi-county View” [click].  These reports will show you the total frequency count of youth in extended foster care, over time, with the option to examine multiple counties at once.  This function can allow for comparisons between your county and the state [CA already clicked, add LA] or regional examination [unclick LA, click Bay Area counties = Alameda, CC, Marin, Napa, SF, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano].As with the other reports, the “Multi-County View” reports also contain report options which allow you to change the time bounds as well as the agency type [click report options, hover, then click the X in report options]. Let’s go back to the report index to ask different questions about youth in extended foster care.  
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Entries Reports
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go back to the report index to ask different questions about youth in extended foster care.  
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How have entries to extended foster care changed 
over time?  Are a greater or lesser number of young 

people opting for this resource?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To answer this question, we need to leave the In Care reports, and examine Entries instead [click Entries from the top menu bar].  Right away we see a significant increase in the number of youth entering extended foster care between 2011/2012 and 2014/2015, with things leveling off, then declining slowly, leveling off again, and then declining again.  In calendar year 2021, for example, 324 [change interval] young people entered extended foster care, a decline from a high point in 2015 of 606 [hover] youth.  Please note that the lower number of entries to extended foster care could also be correlated with lower numbers of entries overall.Since the default for this report is Ethnic Group, we can see that similar trends are present for Black, White, and Latino children.  Frequencies for Asian/PI and Nat Amer children are often masked due to small frequency counts.If we want to change stratification for this report, we would use the Report Options feature [click], as we did with the PIT reports.  Within the report options, there are many selections.  Each of these will be pre-selected to generate an output that makes the most sense to most users.  For example, we see that 2012 is selected as the begin year for the line graph, child welfare is selected as the agency type, children with stays of at least 8 days are selected, as well as “All Entries.” 
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How has the racial composition of entries to extended 
foster care changed over time?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we select percent instead of count, we can see how the composition of entries to extended foster care have changed over time.  When we do this, we can see that the percentage of youth opting for extended foster care who were Latino has grown over time.  In 2021, for example, more than 45% [hover] of youth entering extended foster care were Latino, up from 40% [hover] in the early years of AB12.  In contrast, the percentage of youth opting for extended foster who were White has diminished over time, with White youth comprising nearly 30% of entries in 2012 compared to around 17% in 2021.  The percentage of youth entering extended foster care who were Black has been pretty stable over the period, with increases in the most recent years [hover]. As with other reports, the row dimension for this report can be changed from Ethnic Group to Sex at Birth, Placement Type, Predominant Placement Type, and Removal Reason.  Output can also be changed from a line graph to a bar chart [click] to a table [click].  All output can be exported to images using the hamburger icon [click] or “Export to Excel” [hover] feature in the table.Similar to the PIT reports, the Entries reports also contain a “Multi County View” [click] which allows for high-level comparisons between the state and counties [click LA, Riverside, San Bernardino].
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Questions?

https://ccwip.berkeley.edu

.

Wendy Wiegmann, MSW, PhD
wendy.wiegmann@berkeley.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is now my pleasure to hand things off to Stephanie Cuccaro-Alamin who will give you an early look at some new Employment reports that are in the works.  Stephanie?
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